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Synopsis
The intention for one year and two months (March 2015-may 2016) of our Axial Margin
project with the homeless single women, in the shelter at Urdu Park, Jama Masjid , was
to explore the ideas around building up a trust, friendship within the group and also
to enhance confidence within their own selves. For these, various activities had been
planned to enagage these 14 ladies ( age 20-35) through long day sessions twice a week
along with casual converstaion. These above ideas are implemented in two phases.
The first phase (March 2015- September 2015) was to explore the understanding of
relationship of these women within and outside the shelter and the neighbourhood of
Urdu Park. Thus the conversation happened with them through map making sessions
on everyday mobility, map making on relation within and beyond the shelter, sharing
of individual narratives from the past and how they reached the shelter, photo session,
distributing soap and washing detergent to boost their energy during the summer,
through playing games to make an idea who is the most favourite person in their life and
who is the most liked person in the group.
In the second phase (October 2015- May 2016) of the project we tried to make more
intense creative sessions to build up a community feeling. This started with a daily need
of their life that is diaper making for the new born babies. In these sessions for a month
the women who got skill in the group in making diapers, help others to stitch their own.
The next was the pillow making, here again they were asked to gift one to one of their
favourites and another to stitch for themselves.
Later, they got engaged into more creative and colourful art activity with an idea of self
sustainability, like painting on cloth, working with threads and beed sequences, drawing
with pencil on white post cards. Along with this, they painted the inner wall of the shelter
to add more life to their daily mundane existence. Towards an approach of our dialogic
practice, through these artistic interventions, the women were engaged in sharing
narratives about their professional life which is begging, about their dreams, memory of
their relation with the nature in the past life in their villages and etc.
Further, one afternoon on 6 November, the Gates Foundation came to visit the shelter
at Urdu Park, Jama Masjid. On the occasion of their visit at Urdu Park, an initiative was
taken to paint the outer wall of the shelter, by Revue artists in collaboration with the
homeless women. They spent half a day interacting with each other through painting.
Both of the team were highly excited to participate in the colourful journey of creativity
and enjoyed immensely.

Transformation
The reflection of the long creative sessions happened through organising an event at the
shelter, through display of work of art by the ladies. The event happened in the courtyard
of the shelter of Urdu Park.
The object making is a supporting component of the dialogic art. Hence the intention
of the event is to expand the relationship with the broader audience across Urdu Park
through dictribution of the artworks. Further it was an initial idea how these material
could be merchendised to enable the possibility of self sustainabilty.
The design from the actual art works of the ladies are transferred into different print
objects like postcards, pagemarks, posters, mugs, canvas, cover of writing pad. The
colourful paintings and embroidries on the cloth are stitched and framed as wall hangings
and they are rectangular and circular shapes. The ladies engaged with the activity to get
away from the boredom of the daily life and slowly got involved with the intricate work of
art. The transformation of the artworks into print production lifted the spirit of the ladies,
as they never thought that their works could take the shape of such beautiful artifacts.
Large number of people including artists, art lovers, admirers attended the event. There
was an excitement among the ladies and the children as they never imagined such
warmth, which animated through meeting the strangers in the shelter. Everybody enjoyed
snacks and tea and involved in intense dialogue. Lots of art lovers showed interest in
the works and purchased the arts works. There were chairs around the courtyard and
people sat and enjoyed chatting with the ladies. The environment on that particular day
turned into a festive mode. The colourful display of the artworks on the table and the
balloon hanged around the shelter reactivated the space, with an additional flavour which
normally remains grey due to day to day struggle in life.

Future Plans
The effort in this phase would be working towards self sustainability and reclaiming
space in Urdu Park :
1. Continue engaging with the group of homeless women to work collectively to reshape
the space.
2. Establish a space for self sustainable through creative production, creating a collective
bank. The bank would work as a monetary resource, in time of medical emergency,
resource for providing the women with aids and special care during pregnancy and post
pregnancy.
3. To enhance the intellectual life of these women. To this end we would conceptualize
workshops to be held with team using various media: storytelling, performance, games
and etc.
4. To initiate our dialogue with local adult men on ideas of gender and masculinity.

Intervention
1. To initiate Kitchen garden, that is growing vegetables in the shelter to meet their own
needs of daily food.
2. To organize monthly collective cooking, that is Sanjha Chulha, the common kitchen at
the shelter. This will serve as a monthly experiment directed towards community building
and self sustainability for the women.
3. Along with the creative production, performance by the women from the narratives
gathered from the experiences of women inside and outside the shelter would be a major
intervention in the public space of Urdu Park. Neighbourhood. This initiative would be
taken as process to claim their existence in the space.

Reflection/Observation

From the intense engagement in creative process with the homeless women at Urdu
park, we have observed that how the conceptual domain of relational art, whose basic
hypothesis “is the sphere of human relations as a site of artworks” (Bourriaud 1998)
is the basic to our collaborative art practice. This approach foregrounds the dialogue
of project participants with their material context, i.e., the local site and public spaces.
Simultaneously, the trajectory of ‘dialogue’ within our socially engaged art projects
extends much further, wider and deeper than our communication with participants, the
inter-subjective exchanges between participants, and the layered, textured inscription of
participant voices.
Moreover we have observed that the whatever the context of our work and whatever the
range of dialogue-based possible interventions, our focus is always on the generation
of intermediate, experimental, innovative, interactive media forms that contextualise
and develop symbolic expression within, and of, daily life. We have tired to channel our
dialogue-based interventions through varied forms such as wall paintings, storytelling,
objects making , exhibitions and etc.
We have worked with the understanding that regular and personalized interaction
with participants is the core of socially engaged art practice, and that production
is intimately bonded to process and all its layers. Creative sessions are open-ended.
Scheduled processes may at any time disperse into spontaneous activity. Unsettling
differences between a manifestation in the moment and its later incarnation or version,
its documentation via text or image, are noted and assimilated.

Further more, through the everyday exercises participants have worked towards building
a relationship within the group and beyond, and gain confidence. This process looks
forward to the initiate the idea of earning their livelihood and running the space on their
own in the future. Therefore in the next phase, the possible limitations of achieving
this self-sustenance would be thoroughly explored by us. For the above initiative, the
support and collaboration of the SPYM, NGO who runs the shelter plays a major role in
augmenting the idea of self-sustenance with the homeless women.
With a determination of negotiating with SPYM, which was a tough job for past one year in
terms of trust and confidence, has concluded with a hope of collaboration eventually. The
collaboration would not only strengthen the how self-run space is shaped but also how
to deal with material problems, external interference as well as undesirable aspirations
(control, privilege, etc) by community insiders/users of the space.
As an artist, rather than considering ourselves an educator or instructor, we see ourself
as a mediator/interlocutor, a facilitator of dialogue within the group working directly with
us, as well as for the group’s dialogue with the larger community. Therefore, in the future,
through our position within a collective or self-sustaining group we would like to explore
the role of the artist as facilitator, positioning ourself in the creative process without
intervening in the day-to-day activity of running the space, or without formally being an
instructor.
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